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• Conclusions

What are neutrinos?
• Elementary fermionic particles
• Come in three flavors
as per Standard Model, but
• Massless
probably slightly massive

Why are neutrinos elusive?
• Only interact by the weak interaction
cross section so small that an
• Interaction
MeV-range neutrino (typical of solar
neutrinos) has a mean free path of the
order of light years when traveling in lead
large detector mass is needed for
• Therefore,
an event rate that allows us to glean
sufficient data

Why study neutrinos?
• CP violation in the lepton sector
• Theories beyond the Standard Model
• Astronomy
• Observing supernovae
• Probing the core of stars
• Cosmology, origin of universe
Glamor? Fame? (none of the above, I
• Fun?
have learned during my stay here)

What are the sources of
neutrinos around us?
• Sun!!!
• Nuclear reactors
of uranium-238 and thorium-232 in
• Decays
Earth’s interior (geoneutrinos)
rays’ interaction with atmosphere
• Cosmic
(atmospheric neutrinos)

• Supernovae
• Cosmic neutrino background

✹ Solar neutrinos ✹
•
•
•

Production described by the solar model
Mostly from nuclear fusion
Some from decay
p + p → 2H + e+ + νe
p + e− + p → 2H + νe
3He + p → 4He + e+ + ν
e
7Be + e− → 7Li + ν
e
8B → 8Be + e+ + ν
e
13N → 13C + e+ + ν
e
15O → 15N + e+ + ν
e
17F → 17O + e+ + ν
e

Solar ν energies explored
Gallium

Chlorine

SNO, SK

Cherenkov effect

•

Electromagnetic radiation from charges moving faster than the speed
of light in the medium

•

HyperPhysics analogies: “... produce a cone of light roughly analogous
to the bow wave of a boat which is moving through water at a speed
greater than the wave speed on the surface of the water. Another
analogy statement is to say that the Cherenkov cone is like a sonic
boom except that it is done with light.”

The Cherenkov effect
observed at a research
nuclear reactor TRIGA
Mark II at Pavia University

Neutrino detectors
using Cherenkov effect
• Super-Kamiokande (solar and atmospheric)
• Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (solar)
• MiniBooNE (accelerator)
Sensitive to amount and
energy of neutrinos

Neutrino detectors
using radiochemicals
• Chlorine → Argon (higher energies, as low
as 814 keV)

• Gallium → Germanium (lower energies, as
low as 233.2 keV)

Sensitive to amount of
neutrinos only

Why explore lower energies?
• Understand neutrinos better; so: all
the reasons previously stated about
neutrinos in general

• Explore the energy dependence of the
neutrino oscillation phenomenon

• Lower energy neutrinos have yet to be
thoroughly investigated: we may find
surprises! (New physics? Better solar
model? Salvation?)

The eBubble detector
•

Detects solar neutrino energies never before
detected

•
•

Sensitive to amount and to energy of neutrinos

•
•
•

Scattered electron ionizes medium

Detects electrons from elastic scattering by
incoming solar neutrinos
Electrons from ionization are imaged
This describes a track: its range and the
ionization amount describe the energy and it
can be traced to determine the scattering angle

Imaging the electrons
•
•
•
•

Scattered electron slows down as it ionizes the medium until
it has negligible energy
Electrons from ionization drift in the E field and reach the
equilibrium bubble state and their terminal velocity almost
immediately
Electron signal amplified by GEM
Electrons are imaged repeatedly (like time-lapse animation)

ν
vterm
GEMs/CCD/etc.

Edrift

•
•
•

The electron bubble
The equilibrium state for an electron in a low-atomic-number noble
liquid or dense gas
Nobel atoms near electron experience a short range repulsion
Radius of the order of nm

<Image here>

Why the electron bubble?
•
•
•

Lowers electron mobility significantly

•
•

Which implies better z resolution

Which implies lower drift velocity
Which implies more separation of
electrons over several frames in our
“time-lapse animation”
Which implies better tracking and
pointing

Signal amplification and GEMs
• Because there are only small amounts of charge
emerging from the ionization, the signal to
noise ratio is low

•

This means we need an amplification of the
signal for a signal we can detect well

•
•

We can achieve this with an avalanche gain
We use a relatively cheap, mass produced
product called gas electron multipliers, or
GEMs, to do this

GEMs at work

Reconstructing a track
•

The raw data is a series of 2-D digital images
representing electron signal intensity

•

Because all electrons travel with the same terminal
velocity, the position of an image in our time-lapse
animation corresponds to a range of Δz values

•

Connecting bunches of higher-intensity pixels
(found through clustering) across a series of
consecutive images, a path is reconstructed

•

Because ionization of medium is more rapid the less
energetic the scattered electron, the more intense
end of the path can be identified as the end so that
the other is the beginning

Total stopping power (average rate of energy
loss per unit path length per medium density) for
electron in neon as a function of electron energy

Simulated event projected onto detection plane

Simulated event projected onto detection plane

Can you see it now?

Reconstructing z0

•

Of course, looking at electron bunches that correspond to one
track across images can only yield a family of same-looking
paths with different transpositions along z

•

To determine which of the tracks in the family is the one that
corresponds to the event, a z0 must be calculated

•

Knowing the behavior of diffusion in our chamber, we can
compare the distribution of signal intensity in our images to our
model below to determine drift time t and thus z0 knowing v

Frequency function:
Nernst-Einstein equation:
Definition of mobility:
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Method for preliminary
tracking for data acquisition
•
•

As frames arrive in real time, cluster higher-intensity “blobs” in a frame

•
•

Name overlapping clusters over frames track candidates

•
•

Whenever a track is observed to have ended, record track candidate

Currently, our primitive clustering algorithm is simply (1) find brightest
pixel above a threshold (if there is none, done), (2) select adjacent
pixels by flood filling to a certain brightness threshold, (3) name it a
cluster if it is larger than a threshold and repeat while disregarding
pixels selected

Find the best fit curve for the set of points of brightness-weighted
centers of clusters associated with a track candidate

Pass along to off-line analysis

What we get

Why simulate?
And, simulate what?
•
•
•

Develop tracking software
Test tracking in controlled environment
In fact, we don’t at all have data that resembles
data from the final detector right now

•
•

We need to simulate the effect of a scattered
electron in our medium
We need to simulate the data acquisition
mechanism

Geant4
•
•
•
•

“A toolkit for the simulation of the passage of
particles through matter,” website says
As it name suggests (GEometry ANd Tracking), it
provides facilities for describing material or
detector geometries and for tracking the
simulated passage of a particle through matter
Geant4 also provides facilities for describing the
physics that govern the interactions and for the
visualization of the simulation
Works in “steps”

To what extent do we
use use Geant4?

•
•
•
•

Describe our super-critical neon volume
Shoot electrons through the volume
Record energy deposited in ionization in each
step and where
The output from the Geant4 part is essentially a
3-D path and an energy deposit linear density
along the path

•

Not used to simulate electron drift, GEMs, CCD,
or any part of our detection mechanism

Simulating CCD hits
•

Because the ionization energy of an atom of our medium is set, there is a
set conversion from energy deposit to electron number (in neon, 36 eV)

•

For each point in the path, there is defined a distribution of electron
frequency

•

Summing distributions along the path yields a complete distribution of
electron frequency in 3-D

•
•
•
•
•

For each frame there is a corresponding range of z values
For each cell in the CCD there is a corresponding range of x and y values
This yields a box volume corresponding to a pixel in a frame
Summing frequency over box yields number of hits for a pixel in a frame
Using conversions such as GEM electron gain per incoming electron,
avalanche light per electron, acceptance, quantum efficiency, CCD
electrons per incoming photon, digital count per electron, and saturation
level, a grayscale pixel is assigned

Why simulate GEMs?
•

GEMs create an interference pattern in the images because our signal
only emerges from the GEM holes (isotropically)

•

In order to develop tracking software whose performance in tracking real
data can be tested in a controlled way, the GEM interference needs to be
incorporated into the simulation

Simulating GEMs
•

GEM holes are in a triangular lattice, but there isn’t a simple elementary
function that has a characteristic periodicity in a triangular lattice

•

Solution: Fourier analysis in 2 dimensions and 2 primary lattice vectors

Find k s.t.

fk (r) = eik·r = eik·(r+n1 a1 +n2 a2 ) = fk (r + n1 a1 + n2 a2 )
or equivalently s.t.

k · a1 = 2πm1 , k · a2 = 2πm2
or equivalently s.t.

k = m1 b1 + m2 b2
where b1, b2 are the reciprocal lattice
vectors, defined by bi⋅aj = 2 π δij

a2
a1

What we get
In our triangular lattice, we have
i
a1 = i, a2 = +
2

√

3j
2

Which gives us the following reciprocal lattice vectors
4πj
2πj
b1 = 2πi − √ , b2 = √
3
3

Having found those, we have that our function
!
f (r) =
cm1 m2 ei(m1 b1 +m2 b2 )·r = f (x, y)
m1 ,m2

=

!
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Where the coefficients

!!

1
cm1 m2 =
f (r)e−i(m1 b1 +m2 b2 )·r dA
a1 · a2
unit cell
!!
m −m
−2πi(m1 x+ 2√3 1 y)
= 2
f (r)e
dx dy
unit cell

What we get
After the on-paper derivations and calculations,
the implementation is incredibly simple!
Boring MATLAB code
function c = GEMft()
c = zeros(9);
f = @(x) exp(-10.*x.^2);
F = @(x,y,x0,y0) f(sqrt((x-x0).^2+(y-y0).^2));
g = @(x,y) (F(x, y, 0, 0) + F(x, y, 1/2, sqrt(3)/2) + F(x, y, 1, 0) + F(x, y, 3/2, sqrt
(3)/2));
cf = @(m1,m2) (2.*dblquad(@(x,y)(g(x,y) .* exp(-2 .* pi .* i .* (m1 .* x + (m2 - m1) .*
y ./ sqrt(3))) .* (x > (y ./ sqrt(3))) .* (x < (y ./ sqrt(3) + 1))),0,3/2,0,sqrt(3)/2));
for i1 = -4:4
for i2 = -4:4
c(i1+5,i2+5) = cf(i1,i2);
end
end
end

Boring Mathematica code
Plot3D[Sum[Sum[(c[[m1+5,m2+5]]*Exp[2Pi I(m1 x +(m2-m1) y/Sqrt
[3])]),{m2,-4,4}],{m1,-4,4}],{x,-2.5,3.5},{y,-2,3},PlotPoints>50,PlotStyle->Opacity[1]]

What we get

Issues encountered in the
development of simulation methods
• The Geant4 physics list
• Physics needs to be realistic for a realistic simulation,
otherwise the simulation would be in vain

•
•

•

Inconsistent structuring in bundled examples and constant
changes with newer versions make it harder to find good
physics list examples in the Geant4 package or on-line

•

At times it would seem that two physics lists that one would
expect are equivalent exhibit different behavior

Step length, production cuts, other cuts
Inefficiency of summing up distributions over and over in
determining number of hits for a pixel; optimizations explored

Future developments for
tracking methods

•

More sensible clustering (K-Means, X-Means, and
exemplars are possibilities)

•

Implement an interface for real-time data flow from
camera to tracking software

•

Instate and maintain a multi-user SQL-based
database of track candidates and their characteristics

•

Ability to determine original direction of momentum
given curved track path

•

Implementation of z0 reconstruction as described

Where we are and where we
would like to be ultimately
•

We are now installing a new chamber that can handle
higher pressures to accommodate our chosen medium
and medium state

•

We are still developing tracking and gleaning knowledge
about the background we can expect

•

We hope to have a working proof of concept detector that
can demonstrate the success of our detector technology

•

We hope to then design an actual low-energy solar
neutrino experiment with a large, underground detector
mass
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